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Recursive Blind Symbol Estimation of
Convolutionally Coded Cochannel Signals

Jacob H. Gunther and A. Lee Swindlehurst, Member, IEEE

Abstract—A recursive blind equalizer is presented that directly
estimates the transmitted symbols of multiple cochannel signals in
the presence of ISI. The algorithm exploits shift structure present
in the data model and the finite alphabet property of the signals.
The proposed method possesses a separation property that allows
the symbol sequences for each user to be estimated independently
of the others. Problematic issues surrounding unknown and mis-
matched channel lengths for the cochannel users can be handled
effectively in the recursive equalizer. Additionally, if the cochannel
signals are encoded prior to transmission, we show how the code
structure can be incorporated into the recursive equalizer to im-
prove its performance.

Index Terms—Adaptive equalizers, communication channels,
convolutional codes, decision feedback equalizers, decoding,
equalizers, multiuser channels, recursive estimation, sequence
estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

T RANSMISSION of digitally modulated signals over band-
width-limited channels has been an imoportant topic for

several decades. In this situation, the receiver must compensate
for channel induced intersymbol interference (ISI) in order to
make reliable symbol decisions. The process of removing ISI
is called equalization, and any device or algorithm for dealing
with ISI is referred to as an equalizer.

Conventionally, many solutions to the equalization problem
have focused on estimating the channel impulse response or its
inverse rather than directly estimating the transmitted symbol
sequence. Because the channel is unknowna priori, adjustable
equalizer parameters are initially set, assuming a known training
signal is transmitted. For time-varying channels, continuous up-
dating of the adaptive equalizer parameters can be performed
by periodically transmitting a known signal or using decision
directed equalization.

To more efficiently use the channel and automatically restart
in case of a broken data link, the use of self-recovering or blind
adaptive equalization has been investigated [1]–[3]. These
methods estimate the channel without a training sequence by
forcing the equalizer output to possess a certain property such
as constant modulus or finite alphabet. Nonadaptive methods
for blind equalization have also been developed based on
second and higher order statistics [4]–[10]. These methods
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process the data in blocks of consecutive samples to estimate
the channel response. With the channel response in hand, the
symbol sequence can be estimated using optimum maximum
likelihood sequence estimation or some other technique.

An alternative to channel-identification-based blind equaliza-
tion is blind sequence estimation [11], [12]. Here, the symbol
sequence is estimated directly without the need for an explicit
channel estimate. Combined with work on blind separation of
cochannel signals transmitted over memoryless channels [13],
blind sequence estimation can remove ISI and separate sev-
eral cochannel finite alphabet signals. Channel-identification-
based equalizers, on the other hand, are usually limited to the
single-user case.

The principle on whichblockblind symbol estimation (BSE)
[11], [12] is based can also be used to develop arecursiveblind
symbol estimator (RBSE) [14]. Here, estimates of the trans-
mitted symbols are produced sequentially as new data samples
are collected. Prior symbol decisions are fed back to help make
decisions on new symbols, a process that can simplify the im-
plementation of RBSE relative to BSE. In this paper, we de-
velop a recursive blind symbol estimator and discuss some of
its properties. This new recursive blind equalizer is unrelated to
the classical decision feedback equalizer [15], where decisions
are based on a linear combination of the received signal and pre-
vious symbol decisions. We also note that Tong [16] developed
a recursive equalizer for a single user based on second-order
statistics. Our method is new in the sense that it applies to mul-
tiple users, and no statistical assumptions on the users are nec-
essary. We also show how to exploit coded signals in an efficient
manner by incorporating code structure into the recursive blind
equalizer. This leads to a method for simultaneously equalizing
and decoding several cochannel signals. We restrict our atten-
tion to convolutional codes, but our results will apply in general
to trellis-based codes, which are decoded iteratively, e.g., such
as trellis-coded modulation and turbo codes. Linear block codes
can also be decoded using trellis techniques [17]; therefore, our
results apply to them as well.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. After re-
viewing the data model in Section II, the recursive blind equal-
izer is developed in Section III. In Section IV, we show how
convolutional code structure can be incorporated into the equal-
izer. Finally, Section V presents some representative simulation
results.

II. DATA MODEL

Fig. 1 illustrates a scenario where signals arrive at an
-element antenna array through independent FIR channels

whose temporal support is assumed to span at mostsymbol
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Fig. 1. System diagram.

periods. The channel impulse response accounts for both
the transmitter pulse shaping filter and the physical propagation
channel between theth user and theth sensor. We consider
generic QAM communication signals described by

where
Dirac delta function;
symbol period;
sample rate;
integer oversampling factor.

The transmitted symbols are assumed to be drawn from a
-element alphabet . Initially, we ignore the presence of any

coding on the sequences, but in Section IV, coded sequences will
be considered.

Although there are only physical channels, the action of
oversampling creates “virtual” channels. Collecting all
samples of the array taken during theth symbol period into
an vector, we obtain

... (1)

Here, is the th tap of a MIMO FIR system with inputs
and outputs, and the symbol vector contains one
symbol for each user. Denote the elements of a matrix (vector)
by . Then

Later, we relate the subspace spanned by sequences of vector
samples and the corresponding symbol vectors. There-
fore, for convenience, we collect consecutive data vectors
into the columns of and note that

...
...

where is a block Toeplitz matrix whose elements are drawn
from .

In this paper, we require to have full column rank. To alle-
viate the strict requirements this imposes onand in relation
to and , rearrange the data into a block Hankel matrix with

block rows

(2)

where

...
...

..
.

. .
.

...
...

block-Hankel

block-Hankel

block-Toeplitz.

The parameter can be chosen by the user to satisfy certain
identifiability conditions on the user sequences [11], [12]. In
the following, we assume that is chosen so that has
full column rank.

The proposed model (2) is based on several implicit assump-
tions. Perhaps the most restrictive of these is that the number
of users and the channel length must be known. Although

might reasonably be known in a controlled communication
system, the problem of channel length determination is difficult
and becomes even more complicated when multiple cochannel
users are present since the channel lengths for each user may
be different. We will return to this issue later and indicate how
our method may be applied when the channels have unequal but
known lengths. Unless specified, assume that the channel for
each user has length.

Another less restrictive assumption implied by (2) is that the
cochannel users are synchronized with respect to their symbol
periods. As described in [12], this assumption may be relaxed to
allow asynchronous signals by including the associated delays
in the channel matrix.

III. RECURSIVEBLIND SYMBOL ESTIMATION

Since in (2) has full column rank, the row spaces
and null spaces of and coincide when no noise is
present. If the symbol sequences are linearly independent, then
rank rank . Hence

dim null

If we let the columns of be a basis for the null space of
, then

(3)
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holds. This equation is fundamental to the block methods [11],
[12] for blind symbol estimation and plays a central role in the
recursive method that follows. First, is determined from the
observed data using the left-hand side of (3). Then, the symbol
sequences are estimated by exploiting the orthogonality to
illustrated by the right-hand side of (3).

In a recursive approach, is estimated assuming the pre-
vious (hard or soft) symbol decisions have been
made. This information is available at the receiver from previous
equalizer outputs or from a known training sequence. With pre-
vious symbols available, the only unknown on the right-hand
side of (3) is , which appears on the first block row of .
Let be the first block row of

where previous symbols have been replaced by training
data or known symbol decisions . By
(3), all rows of are in the left null space of ; therefore,

(4)

and, hence, a windowed segment of the cochannel symbol se-
quences is orthogonal to the column space of. Only the
Toeplitz structure of the symbol matrix was used in deriving (4).
A simple recursive estimator for based on (4) would be

where the finite alphabet property has been imposed as a con-
straint for the minimization. This method can lead to errors since
(4) is an underdetermined system of equations. The left null
space of is dimensional, whereas has only

linearly independent rows. Therefore,may not be uniquely
determined by (4).

Instead of (4), we can find a similar equation that
uniquely determines based on the sequence of ma-
trices , where . We begin
by making an observation about the shift structure present in
the data model. Due to the memory of the channel, a particular
symbol will influence the array output for symbol periods
after it is transmitted [see (1)]. For example, influences
outputs . This manifests itself in the
block-Toeplitz structure of as

First block row of

Second block row of
...

Last block row of (5)

Combining (3) and (5), we have the following equations in-
volving :

...

These equations indicate that the rows of (which are the
symbol sequences) are orthogonal to the column space of
for . In other words, the rows of are
orthogonal to the union of these spaces

row col (6)

Taking complements in (6), we have the interpretation that the
rows of lie in the intersection of the null spaces of for

row null (7)

Both of these expressions are summarized in matrix notation as

(8)

where . Although (4) does not
uniquely specify , (8) does. This relationship was indepen-
dently derived in [18] and also exploited in the development of
an adaptive blind equalizer.

The following theorem indicates that (in the absence of noise)
the left null space of is a -dimensional space. Hence, there
are only linearly independent sequences fromthat are or-
thogonal to the columns of .

Theorem 1: The left null space of is exactly dimen-
sional.

Proof: See Appendix A.
This discussion suggests that the symbol sequences may be

determined as thesequences from that are orthogonal to the
columns of . When noise is present, orthogonality between

and is lost. However, estimates for can still be ob-
tained by solving

(9)

This minimization is the basis of our recursive symbol estima-
tion algorithm, which is summarized in Table I.

A procedure for initializing the algorithm is not specified in
Table I. To be completely “blind” in the sense that both the
channel and the symbol sequences are unknown, a block algo-
rithm such as BSE [11], [12] must be used to obtain initial es-
timates for . Then, we can proceed as above to
estimate . Alternatively, the availability
of a few training symbols could circumvent resort to the batch
algorithms. Note that there is a symbol delay be-
tween receiving the data and making a decision on . This
delay is required for forming .

Steps 1 and 3 in the algorithm (see Table I) call for shifts. This
simply amounts to throwing away old data and adding the new.
For example, in the shift

the first column of is discarded, columns 2 through
are shifted left, and a new column that preserves the

Hankel structure is constructed using the new data. The shift

is done in an obvious way.
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TABLE I
RECURSIVESYMBOL ESTIMATION ALGORITHM

When additive noise is present, does not have a null
space. In practice, the SVD can be used to approximate,
but computing the full SVD is expensive. Fortunately, for the
problem at hand, only the least dominant right singular vec-
tors are needed. In the above recursive approach, the matrices

and will be nearly the same since only one data

vector has been discarded from and one new
vector added. Hence, rather than recomputing the entire
SVD at each new symbol period, it is desirable to perform an
update/downdate operation. Several algorithms are available for
this purpose but are still relatively expensive [19]–[22].

Two-sided (or complete) orthogonal decompositions have
been used as substitutes for the SVD in least-squares problems
[23]–[25]. Recently, rank revealing two-sided orthogonal URV
and ULV decompositions have been introduced by Stewart [26],
[27]. For our purposes, the main advantage of the URV over the
SVD is that it allows for an efficient update and downdate. The
up/downdating procedure requires
time or on a linear array of processors. Procedures
for updating and downdating the URV/ULV have been pre-
sented in [26]–[30]. The quality of the subspaces obtained
from the URV/ULV decompositions is described in [31], and it
is shown that the ULV yields a more accurate estimate of the
null space than the URV. To date, none of the algorithms for
computing two-sided orthogonal decompositions (including
the SVD) can exploit Hankel or Toeplitz structure like that
found in .

A. Benefits of Recursive Blind Symbol Estimation

Among the benefits of our recursive symbol estimator is the
fact that the users separate automatically so that the symbols for
each user may be estimated independently of one another. To see
this, recall that the rows of
correspond to symbol sequences for each of theusers, and note

that (9) represents a-dimensional search that requireseval-
uations to find the global minimum. However, using the prop-
erty of the Frobenius norm

...

where the are row vectors and is a matrix, (9) is equivalent
to scalar minimizations

(10)

where , and is the th row of without the
last element. In the remainder of the paper, we refer to the equiv-
alence between (9) and (10) as thesource separation property
and call (10) the RBSE cost function. The-dimensional min-
imization in (9), requiring evaluations, reduces toscalar
minimizations in (10), each requiring evaluations. Thus, the
computational load has been reduced from to . To
exploit the source separation property in the RBSE algorithm in
Table I, simply replace the-dimensional enumeration inStep
4 with 1-D searches in (10). Next, we show that the enumera-
tion in (10) is unnecessary in some cases.

An alternativead hocapproach to minimizing (10) would be
to relax the finite alphabet constraint and find a (closed-form)
least-squares solution, followed by a projection to the nearest
points in the symbol constellation. The ILSP approach [13] is
an example of such a method. Partition as

first N-m rows

last row.

Then, the least-squares estimate ofis

(11)

where , and is a hard decision based on.
This least-squares approach followed by a projection onto the
alphabet turns out to be equivalent to the 1-D search implied
by (10) for any alphabet. For a proof of this, see Appendix B.
Hence, optimal [in the sense of (10)] decisions aboutcan be
made by simple decision rules based on. For example, for the
BPSK case, we have

if Re
if Re .

For 16-QAM, compute as above, and then, decide

Re

if Re
if Re
if Re
if Re .

The decisions for Im are the same as above withIm
replacing Re on the right. The decision rules given above take

to be the element of the alphabet closest to the least-squares
estimate . Decision rules such as those above can provide a
significant computational savings over enumeration, especially
for large alphabets. A block diagram representation of the algo-
rithm is given in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the recursive blind symbol estimation algorithm.

B. Unknown or Mismatched Channel Lengths

We have assumed that all the channels have lengths equal to
symbol periods. However, in practice, it is difficult to deter-

mine the channel lengthprecisely. Furthermore, channels cor-
responding to different users may have different lengths. Both
van der Veen [12] and Liu [32] give methods to compensate
for unequal but known channel lengths in the block approach
to blind symbol estimation. Next, we consider how to apply the
recursive algorithm when channel lengths are unequal.

Recall that the recursive algorithm is based on the fact that
the symbol sequence

(12)

is orthogonal to the columns of

for each user ( ). Consider the case where the
channel for the th user has length . In this case, the
sequence (12) is only orthogonal to a subset of the columns of

given by

Hence, to use channel length information about individual users
in the RBSE, we simply replace by in (10). Further-

more, note that the sequence (12) is orthogonal to for any
. Therefore, in applying recursive symbol estimation,

we require that the channel length estimate for theth user not

be overestimated and be large enough so that has more

columns than rows, i.e., so that is wide.
Communication channel impulse responses may have mul-

tiple peaks and long tails. For this reason, channel length is an
ill-defined quantity. In practice, it is useful to chooselarge
enough to capture most of the channel response for the user with
the longest channel, i.e., . In doing so, the
channel matrix may become ill conditioned. Notice the
effect of overestimating on the dimension of the null space of

dim null

Overestimating simply leads to fewer columns in and does
not present a problem in applying the recursive algorithm as

long as is wide. This discussion leads to the following
two observations in applying the recursive algorithm:

(O1) It is better to overestimate rather than underestimate
in computing the null matrix .

(O2) It is better to underestimate, rather than overestimate,
for computing the estimate .

The use of these rules is illustrated in the following example.
A channel with length was driven by a BPSK source.
The outputs of an element array were oversampled

by a factor of . The data matrices were constructed
with consecutive symbols, and no stacking ( )
was employed. A random complex matrix matrix
was used as the channel matrix, and data points were col-
lected with a signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 2 dB. The same data
set was processed by the RBSE algorithm several times, each
time using different channel length information. The channel
length was assumed in determining the number of right
singular vectors of used to form , that is, had

columns. The channel length
used for computing the symbol estimates is denoted by, and

was used in the RBSE cost function instead of. Note
that cannot be greater than . The purpose of this example
is to evaluate the performance of RBSE for various choices of

. To illustrate the validity of (O1), the data was pro-
cessed with in RBSE. The four cases repre-
sented here are

1) channel length underestimation ;
2) channel length underestimation ;
3) correct estimation ;
4) overestimation .

For each value of , took on all integer values between
2 and . For , the channel is underestimated,

is correctly estimated, and is overestimated. A
plot of the bit error rate (BER) versus appears in Fig. 3. First
note that the BER is large when (O1) is violated (
curves). Additionally, it appears that worse violations of (O1)
(lower values of ) lead to higher BER. The
curves show that when (O1) is satisfied, then good BER perfor-
mance is achieved, provided (O2) is not violated. The perfor-
mance is almost the same when is overestimated as when
it is correctly estimated, provided is not overestimated. This
evidence suggests the validity of (O1) and (O2).

IV. RECURSIVEBLIND ESTIMATION OF CODED SEQUENCES

In this section, we study the equalization problem in situa-
tions where the cochannel signals are encoded prior to trans-
mission. Coding increases the effective “distance” between two
symbol sequences, and exploiting this information in the recur-
sive blind equalizer should improve its performance. There are
several coding schemes that could be considered. In the discus-
sion below, we will restrict attention to convolutional codes.

A. Convolutional Coding

For simplicity, we consider a rate one half binary convolu-
tional code with memory elements. Here, interdependencies
between the transmitted bits are introduced at the transmitter by
the pair of mappings

where

• are the encoded bits to be transmitted over the
channel during the th symbol period;

• is the convolutional encoder input at time;
• represents the present state of

the encoder at time;
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Fig. 3. BER performance of RBSE for various(L ; L ).

• represents the next state of
the encoder.

The convolutional encoder is a multirate system since the out-
puts are produced at twice the rate of the input. We have refer-
enced the time indexing with respect to the information source
that generates the bits.

The map encodes input information bits into output
channel bits. For a linear convolutional code [e.g., Fig. 4(a)],

is linear, and the map from present state to next
state given the input is simply a shift. There are a total of
states. Because of , not every transition between two
states is possible, and hence, not every sequence of symbols is
possible. Effectively, increases the distance between feasible
symbol sequences.

The map defining the state transitions can be expanded
graphically into a trellis, e.g., Fig. 4(b). As time advances, the
transmitter state traces out a single trajectory through the trellis,
and the goal of the receiver is to determine this trajectory. To do
so, the receiver considers all possible paths through the trellis.
Each trellis stage consists of the set of all possible transmitter
states at time and the set of possible next states at time .

B. The Viterbi Algorithm

The Viterbi algorithm (VA) is a procedure for choosing the
surviving path with lowest cost among all the paths through
the trellis that merge in a particular state at time . Cor-
responding to theth state at time is the
pair , where

• is the minimum accumulated cost associated with all
paths leading to state at time ;

• is the sequence of
channel symbols leading to the state at time , which
minimizes .

Corresponding to the branch connecting stateto state
is the triple

(13)

Fig. 4. (a) Rate one half linear binary convolutional encoder with� = 3
memory elements. (b) Single stage of the trellis associated with the encoder.

where

• is the encoder input at timethat drives the transition
from to ;

• is the encoder output corresponding to ;
• is the cost associated with outputs .

Below, we show how to compute .
At time , a particular source arrived in state from

state if the encoder input was and the pair

(14)

was transmitted. At the receiver, we can test the validity of
this hypothesis using the pair (14) together with the symbol se-
quence that survived at state at time . If a channel estimate
was known, then the most likely pair (14) would minimize

(15)

which is the branch metric in the standard approach to maximum
likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) [33]. As illustrated in
(15), both previous symbol decisions and a channel estimate are
required in order to evaluate the MLSE branch metric. This leads
to a large trellis that grows exponentially with the number of
users and the channel length.

C. Modified VA for RBSE

The focus of this paper is on direct blind symbol estima-
tion without the need for explicit channel estimates. Hence, the
MLSE branch metric (15) is not applicable. In order to use the
VA, we need a branch metric that does not require a channel
estimate. In this case, the RBSE cost function (10) is a natural
choice since it does not require a channel estimate, and it can be
applied one user at a time. This leads tosmall trellises whose
complexity is fixed by the code and independent of the channel
length. Consider the following channel-independent metric:

(16)
This metric measures the orthogonality between a hypothesized
sequence and the columns of . According to (8), in the ab-
sence of noise, the correct sequence will be orthogonal to
and will thus minimize the branch metric. If the branch metric
in (16) is the smallest among all branches that merge at state

, then we decide that the pair (14) was actually transmitted
and append it to the sequence that survived at state. Note that
because of the trellis, it is not necessary to test every possible
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TABLE II
RECURSIVESYMBOL ESTIMATION ALGORITHM FOR CONVOLUTIONALLY

ENCODED SIGNALS

set of transmitted symbols. Only the feasible ones that represent
state transitions as determined by need be considered.

In light of the above discussion, we propose replacing the
standard metrics in the VA with

Moving from time to is thus a deterministic procedure
using the symbols labeling each branch. We summarize the al-
gorithm in Table II. This algorithm is novel in the sense that it
combines decoding and equalization of multiple convolution-
ally encoded cochannel signals all into one operation.

The parameters in Step 2 are the indices of the states
that follow state . Similarly, the parameters in Step 3
are the indices of the states that precede state . The in
Step 4 is the index of the previous state that survives at state.
Finally, in Step 5 is the index of the state at time , which
has the lowest cost . Symbol decisions for each user are
made using the sequence terminating in state .

Once and are computed (Step 1), all the computa-
tions associated with each user are independent of one another
(Steps 2–5). Therefore, they may be carried out on a bank of
parallel processors. Thus, the fact that the users separate pro-
vides a major computational advantage to our algorithm over
approaches where a single large trellis holds information for all
the users together. The number of states in the MLSE trellis is

, whereas the total number of states in the new approach
is .

Fig. 5. Average BER for the single-user case (solid line). The average BER
for the MMSE equalizer is also shown (dotted line).

Although we have only considered a rate one half binary con-
volutional code, nonbinary convolutional codes of any rate can
be accommodated by the above framework. Trellis-coded mod-
ulation as well as other schemes can also be used with our recur-
sive equalizer. The main difference is that the mappings
and are different (see [34]), but the basic steps of the al-
gorithm remain the same.

V. SIMULATIONS

In the first example, we simulate samples from an ele-
ment uniform linear array by passing a random BPSK sequence
through a three-ray multipath channel. The symbols were pulse
shaped using a raised cosine pulse with a roll-off factor of 0.1
and were oversampled by a factor of . The angles of ar-
rival were 72.9547, 10.3021, and12.6954 with respect to
the array broadside, the time delays were 0, 0.1592, and 1.1302
symbol periods, and the complex gain factors were

. All these values
were chosen at random. A GSM style frame was used that con-
sisted of 26 known training symbols followed by 58 unknown
symbols. The training symbols were used to initialize the algo-
rithm described in Section III. In these simulations, we set the
parameters and . The bit error rates achieved by the
algorithm versus SNR are shown in Fig. 5. These BER’s were
calculated by averaging over 100 000 symbols. Fig. 6 shows re-
sults (solid lines) for a two-user scenario. For comparison, the
figures also show (dotted lines) the BER for a minimum mean
square error (MMSE) equalizer. The MMSE equalizer imple-
mented here is a one-tap spatio-temporal filter and is estimated
using a sample training sequence. In the single-user case,
note the steepness of the slope of the BER curve. The BER de-
creases from 50% errors at 4 dB to at 6 dB. This sudden
change in BER is also observed in the two-user case. In the
two-user case, note that the BER for the second user decreases
below the BER for the same user in the MMSE equalizer.

To evaluate the relative performance of RBSE with and
without use of the convolutional code structure, the following
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Fig. 6. Average BER for the two-user case (solid lines). The average BER for
the MMSE equalizer is also shown (dotted lines).

simulations were performed. A random complex
matrix was used to represent the channel. We assumed that

array elements were oversampled by and that
the channel spanned symbol periods. The symbols were
drawn at random from a BPSK alphabet. In the first simulation,
the algorithms’ dependence on the data window lengthis
evaluated. A single source was used with and .
To test RBSE without coding, a random sequence was
passed through the channel. To test RBSE with the convolu-
tional code (which is denoted CONV-RBSE in the figures), the
convolutional encoder shown in Fig. 4 was used to encode the
information bits, and the binary encoder outputs were converted
to channel symbols.

The same channel matrix was used in all simulations and was
normalized to have unit Frobenius norm. The signal-to-noise
ratio is then defined by SNR , where
is the noise variance. Fig. 7 shows plots of bit error rates versus
SNR for each value of .

As expected, the performance of RBSE with or without
coding improves as the window length increases. Asin-
creases, the null matrix becomes wider, and more noise
averaging takes place in computing the symbol estimates.
However, increasing beyond a certain limit increases the
computational load with diminishing performance gains. For
example, the difference between bit error rates for
and is not as dramatic as the difference for
and . In addition, note the significant performance
improvement that results when coding is exploited.

A second simulation was conducted to evaluate the algo-
rithms’ performance for one and two users. For the two-user
case, the submatrix of the channel matrix corresponding to
each user was normalized to have unit Frobenius norm so that
each user had the specified SNR. For the one- and two-user
simulations, we fixed the number of columns of to be 20 by
changing as necessary. For , this led to , and
for . Fig. 8 shows BER plots for each case.

Fig. 7. BER performance of the RBSE algorithm versus SNR with (dotted)
and without (solid) exploiting convolutional code structure for various values
of N .

Fig. 8. BER performance of the RBSE algorithm versus SNR with (dotted) and
without (solid) exploiting convolutional code structure ford = 1 andd = 2

user scenarios.

In the simulations conducted, CONV-RBSE achieves the
same BER as RBSE with 4 to 6 dB less SNR at all useful
bit error rates. From another viewpoint, for a fixed SNR,
CONV-RBSE has bit error rates that are several orders of
magnitude lower that RBSE. These results suggest that ex-
ploiting code structure in the equalizer can give a significant
performance improvement. Note also the presence of a sharp
performance threshold for CONV-RBSE as the SNR decreases.
For the single-user case, CONV-RBSE decreases from
BER to BER with only a 3-dB change in SNR. For two
users, the effect is even more pronounced. This sharp drop in
performance at low SNR is probably due to the correct path not
being chosen at any state in the VA.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a recursive blind equalizer was derived that esti-
mates cochannel symbol sequences directly without an explicit
channel estimate. The principle benefit of this approach is that
the users separate and can be estimated independently of one an-
other. Efficient methods for up and downdating rank revealing
matrix decompositions lead to an efficient implementation. The
source separation property allows channel-length information
to be used separately for each user. Hence, problems associated
with unknown and mismatched channel lengths are overcome.
Because of the recursive nature of the algorithm and the source
separation property, the recursive blind equalizer is easily mod-
ified to exploit convolutional code structure in the source se-
quences. Simulations demonstrated a significant performance
improvement when the code structure was incorporated into the
equalizer.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OFTHEOREM 2

Lemma 1: Let , where and

have full column and row rank, respectively. Let
, where the

columns of span the null space of . Then

rank

for .
Proof: is an matrix, where

with full column rank. The
case is trivial. Consider the case. We want to show

rank . We know that

rank

dim span span

dim span dim span

dim span span

dim span span (17)

Let and , and form a new ma-
trix with the same block Hankel structure as , but
stack times instead of . has dimensions

, i.e.,
has the same number of columns as but has one more
block row. Note that contains and as sub-
matrices in its first and last rows, respectively. Stacking
in this way, we have , where still
has full column rank. Then, has rank

, and null null .
Let the columns of

be a basis for the null space of . Then, is a
basis for the intersection of null and null . Hence

dim span span

dim null null

rank

Using this result in (17) leads to rank .

In general, for , let and
and form , which has rank

and contains as
submatrices. Let the
columns of span the null space of . Then

dim span

dim null

rank

The desired result follows by induction.
Theorem 2: The left null space of is exactly -dimen-

sional.
Proof: The dimension of the left null space of is

rank

by Lemma 1

APPENDIX B
ENUMERATION IS EQUIVALENT TO LEAST-SQUARES AND

PROJECTION

The RBSE cost function has the form

Re (18)

where is the least squares estimate ofgiven in (11) and ac-
counts for the sign change of the middle term on the right-hand
side of (18). The minimizing argument of in (18) does not
change if we divide by the positive constant . This gives
a new cost function

Re

where . Now, expand the cost function in
terms of the real and imaginary parts ofand

Finally, after completing the square, we obtain

(19)

Thus, we see that minimizing (which is equivalent to min-
imizing the RBSE cost function) is achieved by choosing the
element of the symbol constellation that is closest in Euclidean
distance to the least squares estimate. This proof is general
and holds for arbitrary symbol constellations.
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